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Introduction  

I was born into the Church in Raleigh, North Carolina, the eldest of nine children. My father, Marion, was a founding church 

leader in Raleigh NC, 1940’s – 1960’s. I remember being stunned as a teenager by a few good church talks. For example, the 

idea that self-governance is a fundamental condition of moral agency. 

I served a successful two-year mission to Southern California 1962 – 1964.  Graduated BA Physics, BYU 1968.  Married in 

the Temple, 1966. At church I taught young adults, Elder's Quorum, and Gospel Doctrine classes.  

I grew up misunderstanding that the authoritarian character of Mormonism 

which  tempts Church leaders to violate individual’s moral agency. 

A power imbalance is created producing a conflict of interest between 

Church leaders who serve the best interest of the Church over those 

individuals at the bottom whose best interest is different. It leads to 

abuses of power and mistreatment or manipulation of individuals. 

The emphasis on obedience and conformity within Mormonism stifles 

individual freedom of thought and expression, leading to a lack of 

intellectual and spiritual growth. The consequences of not conforming to 

expectations can be severe, such as excommunication or other forms of 

punishment or ostracization within devout religious families.1 

“What is restricted is the free, spontaneous expression of the infant’s, the 

child’s, the adolescents, and eventually the adult’s will, their thirst for 

knowledge and truth, their wish for affection.  The growing person is 

forced to give up most of his or her autonomous, genuine desires and 

interests, and his or her own will, and to adopt a will and desires and 

feelings that are not autonomous but superimposed by the social patterns of thought and feeling.”2  Church, and family “has to 

solve a difficult problem:  How to break a person’s will without his being aware of it?  Yet by a complicated process of 

indoctrination, rewards, punishments, and fitting ideology, it solves this task by and large so well that most people believe they 

are following their own will and are unaware that their will itself is conditioned and manipulated.”3 

However, a believing Church member is likely to dispute they are manipulated. In order to make the case that administering 

religious Covenants are acts of compulsion, one must first realize that coercion is not just the threat of physical force in 

compelling a person to act. But, coercion also is the threat of “moral force”, or duress, or reprisal, or loss, or creating a 

perceived threat in this life or an afterlife, or controlling the circumstances of a person so that, to avoid a greater perceived 

evil, the person is compelled to act not according to a voluntary plan of one’s own, but to serve the intentions of another even 

if those intentions are noble. Coercion is the threat or fear of any perceived harm or loss that is used by one upon another to 

gain compliance. 

Power always rests on the acquiescence of the subject. Therefore, the use of power comprises 

anything that establishes and maintains the control of one person over another. Thus, power 

covers all religious and social relationships, which serve the end of a person (or a church) to 

control another, from physical violence to the most subtle psychological ties by which one mind 

controls another. 

What difference is obedience compelled by a gunman threatening one’s life, than obedience 

compelled by an authoritarian church threatening a believer’s eternal wellbeing? Freedom of 

 
1 Richard Packham, "The next year was an armed truce in my marriage. My wife left me suddenly, with no warning, taking the children. 

Her friends at church helped her escape, and she returned to Zion and divorced me. A last-ditch attempt at reconciliation failed when she 

said that her return would be conditioned upon my returning to the faith.” Packham’s calm, reasoned, statement is on video here. 
2 Erich Fromm, To Have or To Be, 1976, 165,6 
3 Ibid, 166 

https://fnhenderson.us/audio/TitleMerged.mp3
https://www.fnhenderson.us/FullExitStatement.pdf
https://fnhenderson.us/audio/IntroAll.mp3
https://www.fnhenderson.us/AuthoritarianTemptation.pdf
https://wasmormon.org/profile/richard-packham/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSMgIfJKDck
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expression is necessary to the dignity, the social nature, and the growth of the human person. One must have immunity from 

coercion as well as psychological freedom. 

I believe that no one should grant to any man or church the authority to stand between oneself and one’s God. We are never 

separated from our inner divinity, and it is we who take responsibility for ourselves. 

 This means I am responsible for accepting Mormonism into my life. 

However, I outgrew the Churches authoritarian claims and repent of my 

membership in it.  It excommunicates my friends for telling the truth. It 

interferes with and harms my Temple marriage in ways that are important 

to me. It hides from me the facts of Joseph Smith’s dozens of intimate 

female relationships. It conceals Smith’s trial in Judge Neely’s Bainbridge 

NY court as a treasure digging “imposter”, when at that time he also 

claimed to digging up the Book of Mormon golden plates. 

My resignation is an act of Conscience. I do not sustain its leadership who are, in my opinion, manipulative, intellectually 

dishonest, self-aggrandizing, delusional, homophobic, erotophobic, unapologetic, unrepentant, and secretive. Isn’t this 

speaking ill of the “Lord’s Anointed?” No, because the evidence in this Statement is truthful. “Speaking ill” is to slander with 

falsehoods. Not once in my lifetime has there ever been any apology or any public act of repentance acknowledging their 

mistakes. Not when denying the priesthood to black males was rescinded; not when making racism a central tenant in the Book 

of Mormon (Lamanite dark skin curse); not when hiding church history; not when Book of Abraham papyri was found, dated, 

and translated; not when being so wrong about homosexual attraction or affection. 

My decision to resign is based on the lived experience of what I know the Church to be, in my lifetime, not the invalidity of 

historical truth claims its leaders make.  However, because in its Temples the Church seeks to bind through Covenants, its 

members to it with those truth claims; seeking authoritarian power by claiming to be “right” and by claiming to be the “Only 

True Church,” those claims are challenged4 in this Statement. 

Throughout the half century of my church membership, officers of the Corporation of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 

Saints have hidden and misrepresented its history and have conducted a sustained, organized, willful misrepresentation, 

misinterpretation, and omission of vital information in their possession about the credibility, the character, the superstitions of 

founding church leader Joseph Smith while at the same time seeking my promise in the Temple that I entrust to them my life, 

my tithing, my time.   

This Statement is not a balanced investigation such as a journalist may attempt by bringing conflicting views into consideration 

because Church leaders already make use of their own forums and publications while excluding from consideration counter 

facts such as those in this Statement. A mistaken complaint Church leaders teach their followers is to wish that former members 

like myself would “leave it alone” after leaving Mormonism5. However, we are driven by a responsibility to those we love to 

hold Church leaders accountable. 

Accountable for what? For making clear that there is a bi-directional “social contract” requiring an honesty from them worthy 

of our trust. For example, while asking me to be honest, loyal, obedient, and to give my time and tithing, Church policy 

throughout my membership was that the only Mormon history told should be a so-called “faith promoting” history6 which 

conceals controversies and difficulties of the Mormon past and present.  The existence of this policy is in itself, alone, a violation 

of my trust. 

Apostle Hugh B Brown, in his book An Abundant Life (page 126-127) describes an “Apostolic Charge” upon his admittance 

to the Quorum of the Twelve. In Brown's words, “Always be willing to subjugate one’s own thoughts and accept the majority 

opinion not only to vote for it, but to act as though it were his own original opinion after it has been approved by the majority 

of the Council of the Twelve and the First Presidency.” In other words, the Apostles have made this oath, this “Apostolic 

Charge,” that they will always, once the consensus is agreed upon, pretend in their rhetoric and their language that they also 

were in agreement. 

 
4 Letter For My Wife husband explaining how he came to the conclusion that the Church is not all it claims to be. 

   CES Letter, Jeremy Runnells questions to a Church Educational System (CES) director. 

   BYU Survival Guide 
5 Gretchen Day - LDS Resignation Letter Template 
6 The Great Mormon History Coverup - LDS Leadership's battle against intellectual honesty, Mormon Discussions Radio Free Mormon. 

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/REc7cXqfzOI
https://www.letterformywife.com/the-letter
https://cesletter.org/
https://byusurvivalguide.com/
https://gretchenday.com/lds-resignation-template
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0l2vL0qqjo
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This unholy authoritarian oath is an abomination in my opinion because it dishonestly conceals differing views we need to 

know about, pretending unity when there is not. The result can be disastrous. For example, the Apostolic Charge is a 

contributing reason, in my opinion, to why hundreds of our gay LDS Brothers & Sisters, sons & daughters have taken their 

own lives7 because they were told, apparently in unison, there is no place for them.  

President Monson at that time was incapacitated by dementia. Hence, the Apostles had already removed his executive power. 

Yet all the other Apostles held their silence about the one and only Apostle Nelson, who in January 2016 described in detail 

witnessing how the policy of Exclusion was Revelation8 from Monson. Keeping silent, by failing to refute the sole claim made 

by Senior Apostle Nelson, all are party to hundreds of LDS deaths by suicide. The Apostles loyalty to the artificial Apostolic 

Charge is no virtue but is a sin they covenant among themselves to commit. 

The Church does not disclose the number of members who took their own 

lives while the damning curse of exclusion would not be reversed until 3 

½ years later, April 2019. 

Their claim of “Being Right” with absolute certainty is not about Truth 

but is an authoritarian power claim. The Apostles silence about Monson’s 

revelation, as told by Apostle Nelson, wrongly places the appearance of 

unity above the wellbeing of their gay members. Contrary to the 

“Apostolic Charge,” my belonging to any Church requires honesty, 

regardless of the implications. 

Likewise, my freedom to choose is never at any time yielded or consigned to the Church; not at baptism9, not in the Temple. 

Hence, changing or withholding information, is willful manipulation of my ongoing right to an informed choice. 

For example: 

1. Church historian B. H. Roberts presented a study10 of the Book of Mormon to the leadership of the Church and a group 

of Mormon intelligentsia in January of 192211 fundamentally challenging the entire premise of their religious beliefs. 

That the Book of Mormon is a contemporary document adopting the speculations of Joseph Smith’s Day that native 

Americans are a lost tribe of Israel. 

I read a draft copy of Robert’s study in 1979. Ignored for over sixty years, University of Utah historian Brigham D 

Madsen published it in 1985. 

2. Similarly, Brother Packer, Oaks, Bednar, Nelson, Monson, Hinckley, Holland, all know the Book of Abraham is no 

translation of Abraham from papyri12 written by “his own hand.” The Brethren have the papyri scrolls in their 

possession since 1967. The papyri contain the Book of Breathings for a man named Hor, a priest of Amon-Ra, who 

died about AD 60 far from the time of Abraham. 

3. Likewise, The Brethren know there are no Lamanites because DNA13 testing from hundreds of native American groups 

shows they are not Middle East Israelites but are Southeast Asian. 

4. They know of the other First Vision14 accounts, like Smith’s earliest 1832 handwritten version, that differ significantly 

from the 1838 version they promote. 

5. The Brethren understand the context in which the Joseph Smith got Book of Mormon Golden Plates in September 

1827, not ignorant of the facts that Smith conducted many (at least 18) treasure digs between 1822-1827. Treasure 

digging for hire was a known superstitious fraud in Smith’s Day resulting in Smith’s arraignment March 20, 1826, 

before Judge Neely in Bainbridge, New York and Smith’s trial as a “disorderly person and an imposter.”15 Smith 

testified on his own behalf, insisting in his defense that he used a seer stone to help others look for “hidden treasures 

 
7 Mormon Stories #1625 Part2 Going Deeper After Mormonism, Gay Uncle of Ellee Duke suicide snippet at 58 min (10 min) 

  Mormon Stories #1153: Donna Showalter:  Former Relief Society President Pt. 4, Lost lives snippet at 42:55 min (6.7 min) 
8 November 5, 2015, policy of Exclusion 
9 Mormon Discussion: 369: The Death of Free Agency in Mormonism 
10 B. H. Roberts, "Studies of the Book of Mormon", 1985, Signature Books, SLC Utah, ISBN 1-56085-027-2 
11 Shannon Caldwell Montez, "The Secret Mormon Meetings of 1922", 2019, Master of Arts in History thesis, U of Nevada Reno 
12 Charles M. Larson, "By His Own Hand upon Papyrus : A New Look at the Joseph Smith Papyri", 1990 ISBN: 0962096326 
13 Simon Southerton, "DNA Genealogies of American Indians and the Book of Mormon", 2000 
14 Grant Palmer, An Insider's View of Mormon Origins, 2002, Signature Books, SLC Utah, ISBN 1-56085-157-0 

    Hiding Church History - The Deception around Joseph Smith's First Vision, Mormon Discussions, Radio Free Mormon 

    John Larsen Describes How Joseph Smith Never Mentioned the First Vision to Anyone in the Church, LDS Discussions 
15 Joseph Smith's 1826 Trial (Pt 1) - The Verdict - Dan Vogel (Transcript), (Pt 2) 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1560850272?tag=amz-mkt-chr-us-20&ascsubtag=1ba00-01000-org00-win10-other-smile-us000-pcomp-feature-scomp-wm-5&ref=aa_scomp&pldnSite=1
https://pqdtopen.proquest.com/doc/2376311104.html?FMT=AI
https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/by-his-own-hand-upon-papyrus-a-new-look-at-the-joseph-smith-papyri_charles-m-larson/544605/item/9493946/?mkwid=%7cdc&pcrid=475047084461&pkw=&pmt=&slid=&plc=&pgrid=110814253894&ptaid=pla-988546642473&gclid=CjwKCAiA4rGCBhAQEiwAelVti0KTMBGvFQpihs1Jo-nbg2eXbq2wGRKUZkzJsP2f0CkZmYDVQS55MhoCP7AQAvD_BwE#idiq=9493946&edition=5370584
https://www.fnhenderson.us/DNA.pdf
https://d.docs.live.net/b73c68f1183d22e0/ExitStatementVersions/First%20Vision
https://www.ldsdiscussions.com/treasure-digging
http://www.utlm.org/onlinebooks/changech4.htm
https://fnhenderson.us/1625_%20ElleeDukeandAuzEngemannPart2GoingDeeperAfterMormonism10Min.mp4
https://fnhenderson.us/Donna%20Showalter%20Lost%20Lives%20Snippet%206_7Min.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOunwNUJfaM
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1560850272?tag=amz-mkt-chr-us-20&ascsubtag=1ba00-01000-org00-win10-other-smile-us000-pcomp-feature-scomp-wm-5&ref=aa_scomp&pldnSite=1
https://pqdtopen.proquest.com/doc/2376311104.html?FMT=AI
https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/by-his-own-hand-upon-papyrus-a-new-look-at-the-joseph-smith-papyri_charles-m-larson/544605/item/9493946/?mkwid=%7cdc&pcrid=475047084461&pkw=&pmt=&slid=&plc=&pgrid=110814253894&ptaid=pla-988546642473&gclid=CjwKCAiA4rGCBhAQEiwAelVti0KTMBGvFQpihs1Jo-nbg2eXbq2wGRKUZkzJsP2f0CkZmYDVQS55MhoCP7AQAvD_BwE#idiq=9493946&edition=5370584
https://www.fnhenderson.us/DNA.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00GYL84RA/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6Deoh20oAk&t=274s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jiMet4-bFlU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlPR2qeahOY
https://fnhenderson.us/Transcript_JosephSmith's1826Trial(Pt1)-TheVerdict-DanVogel.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJRrCL_acMs
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in the bowels of the earth,” despite never once having found any. His arraignment was brought by Josiah Stowell’s 

nephew, Peter Bridgeman, after watching Joseph Smith’s methods in being the “seer” of the money digging party16.  

Following Smith’s March 1826 trial as an imposter when selling himself for treasure digging employment to Josiah 

Stowell, Smith would then go on to dig up the Golden Plates in September 1827. 

6. Benjamin Franklin17 described the treasure digging scam long before Joseph Smith practiced 

it, arising from the account of Captain Kidd,18 of buried treasure fame in Smith’s day that the 

Captain had hidden buried treasure in the American East. And, that in Kidd’s travels he sailed 

to the port city "Moroni" on the island of "Cumorah” (the Comoros Islands near Madagascar). 

These names are familiar to Latter-Day Saints because Smith named the spirit guarding the 

buried gold plates, “Moroni,” and the buried treasure location, “Cumorah.” 

7. Halting annual production of “Hill Cumorah Pageant” is a forward looking decision because 

the pageant is indefensible when Church leaders know that a great war killing tens of thousands 

of armed warriors at that site19, as told by Smith in the Book of Mormon, could not have 

occurred while leaving no trace of it. 

8. The Brethren know of Isaac Hale’s affidavit20 (Emma Hale Smith’s Father) in which Hale confirms the accounts of 

Smith’s occupation as a "money digger;" describing it as “… seeing or pretending to see by means of a stone placed 

in his hat, and his hat closed over his face. In this way he pretended to discover minerals and hidden treasure.” They 

know of Hale’s conclusion that the Book of Mormon is gotten up “… with a design to dupe the credulous and unwary 

-- and in order that its fabricators may live upon the spoils of those who swallow the deception.” 

9. The Brethren know of Smith’s sexual predation on believing female 

followers21 such as Smith’s “Happiness Letter22” to 19-year-old Nancy 

Rigdon, or by Brigham Young on 17-years-old Martha Brotherton. These 

two (2) are examples where the coercive tactics used are documented23. It is 

fortunate that to Nancy, Smith left written evidence in his own words of his 

pathological manipulative behavior and language for us all to see. It is quite 

amazing that no sentence was without obvious manipulation and no sentence 

had only one manipulative tactic in it. It's also good to be reminded that we 

are all vulnerable to certain manipulative tactics and that it doesn't take 

stupidity to fall for it but a skillful manipulator who knows the sensitivities 

and weaknesses of their target audience. 

If you are a believing member, item nine (9) above may make you feel extremely uncomfortable, but that discomfort is not 

Satan trying to lead you away: It's the realization that what Joseph Smith did as prophet to entice young women to marry and 

have sex with him is no different than what other sexual predators have done throughout our history in the name of God. Not 

only do other self-proclaimed prophets use these methods, but the women that enter into these relationships report the same 

spiritual witnesses and visions that some of the women entering into polygamy with Joseph Smith later claimed. [Jonathan 

Streeter] 

 
16 “Book of Mormon: Joseph Smith and Treasure Digging”,  https://www.ldsdiscussions.com/treasure-digging 

    Mormon Prophet Joseph Smith, The Pirate Captain Kidd, Treasure Digging, The Book of Mormon 
17 Benjamin Franklin, The Papers of Benjamin Franklin 1: 134–39 
18 Mormon Stories: LDS Nuclear Submarine Commander, Full Part 3 Episode 1468, Captain Kidd, buried treasure at Cumorah 

(Madagascar), Capital City Maroni - 10 min clip at 50:30 Minutes. 
19 Book of Mormon, Mormon 6:11, “… from the top of the hill Cumorah” 
20 Isaac Hale Statement on Joseph Smith, Jr. 
21 List of the wives of Joseph Smith, Smith lied when he publicly denied he taught or practiced polygamy. The first publication of a list of 

Smith's plural wives was in 1887, when assistant LDS church historian Andrew Jenson procured signed affidavits from 27 women besides 

Emma Smith. 
22 The Happiness Letter to 19-year-old Nancy Rigdon (Sunstone video) - A Study in Religious Manipulation. (Text of Smith’s letter) 
23 Martha Brotherton Affidavit. 

Five individuals—Joseph Smith, Heber C. Kimball, Elizabeth Brotherton, Parley P. Pratt, and Brigham Young—each besmirched the 

character of 17-years-old Martha Brotherton denying her claim that she was propositioned for a polygamous marriage by Brigham Young, 

aided by Heber C. Kimball and Joseph Smith. However, the actions of these five individuals—who either were practicing polygamy at the 

time of their denunciations or would go on to participate in polygamy—would ultimately vindicate the substance of Martha’s story and 

hence her character at the expense of their own reputations. 

 

http://www.utlm.org/onlinebooks/changech4.htm
https://mormonstories.org/truth-claims/joseph-smith/treasure/
https://fnhenderson.us/NuclearSubComander-MormonStories1468Part3Snippet10MinAt%2050Min.mp4
https://mormonstories.org/truth-claims/joseph-smith/treasure/
https://knowhy.bookofmormoncentral.org/knowhy/how-could-so-many-people-have-died-at-the-battle-of-cumorah
http://www.truthandgrace.com/StatementHale2.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXoC4Fd3exE
https://www.ldsdiscussions.com/happiness
https://www.ldsdiscussions.com/happiness
https://www.ldsdiscussions.com/treasure-digging
https://ytscribe.com/v/ctBYVwQz3A4/
https://mormonstories.org/podcast/mormon-nuclear-submarine-commander-his-family-kelly-and-heather-laing/
https://fnhenderson.us/NuclearSubComander-MormonStories1468Part3Snippet10MinAt%2050Min.mp4
http://www.truthandgrace.com/StatementHale2.htm
https://en-academic.com/dic.nsf/enwiki/11629172
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXoC4Fd3exE
https://www.josephsmithpapers.org/paper-summary/appendix-letter-to-nancy-rigdon-circa-mid-april-1842/1
https://faenrandir.github.io/a_careful_examination/martha-brotherton-affidavit/
https://faenrandir.github.io/a_careful_examination/martha-brotherton-and-the-five-ironies/
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The above illustrate the mass of contrary evidence in their possession the 

Brethren hid from me throughout my upbringing, hid from my parents, hid 

throughout my church service as a missionary, hid during my Temple 

marriage, hid throughout my callings to teach others; is their conscience 

beyond shame when their manipulation is discovered? These members of 

the Church Board of Directors intentionally, knowingly, fraudulently hide, 

deny, manipulate, spin, falsify information that misleads their followers and 

prospective converts. 

Growing up I could name all 13 Temples. Now the Church has 265 

Temples24 announced or under construction or operating. “A Covenant 

People” is a new phrase appearing in Church publications that I think is 

derived from Temple Covenants.  

On entering the Salt Lake Temple the first time as a new missionary in 

1962, the Priesthood leader refused to disclose beforehand what would be 

sprung upon me once inside. No disclosure of Covenants from among the 

bewildering rituals beginning with the half-naked “washing and anointing”, 

to repeating Satanic oaths of three ways I should “suffer my life to be taken,”25 to the laughable secret Masonic handshakes 

and clasps. No mention exists of the future role of the Temple in any of the memorized missionary lessons my companions and 

I taught to 101 converts the next two (2) years in Las Vegas Nevada, Northern Arizona, and Southern California. 

It took a long time, but I understand now how Mormonism uses its Temples to make a claim on my life for itself: to my time 

and to my earnings. The leverage used on faithful Temple worthy Latter-Day Saints is fear of eternal loss if one fails to satisfy 

the secret Temple Law of Consecration, Law of Obedience, Law of Sacrifice, “before God, angels, and these witnesses” that 

you give “yourselves, your time, talents, and everything” to the Church. 

Like the mythical pre-existent war in heaven, these secret Temple rituals are immoral because like Lucifer’s plan, the Covenants 

compel Obedience. For example, when one chooses freely to live what the Church asks, the Covenants are unnecessary. 

Covenants only do their job when controlling someone who otherwise would not freely make that choice. 

The new first time unsuspecting target of Temple manipulation is taught in the temple that Celestial exaltation cannot be 

achieved unless they comply with these Covenants. Placing these laws in the Temple is deliberate. It attempts to compel through 

Covenants “before God, angels, and these witnesses” that you give “your time” and “everything” to the Church. 

Since I wish to be the author of my own life, I am the one who claims that entitlement for myself where it belongs, to choose 

without guilt how my time shall be used. By attending the Temple, submitting to Temple worthiness interviews, granting an 

interrogation at year-end tithing settlements, we give away our power. 

Why would one do so if not in the false hope that something outside of us will fulfill our need to accomplish great things or 

fulfill our need to belong or fulfill our need for self-worth to be judged worthy in the next life. When instead we are better to 

reclaim our power, to recognize that we are never separated from our inner divinity, and to take responsibility for ourselves. 

 
24 Church News, By Scott Taylor, Jan 22, 2022 “See the locations of the Church’s 265 temples across 6 maps” 
25 In April 1990, the LDS Church eliminated from the endowment ritual the oath of secrecy and gestures representing "execution of the 

penalty." Previously, temple participants were required to simulate having one's throat cut, one's chest torn open, and one's body cut 

asunder. 

Under church president Heber J. Grant's Good Neighbor policy was reform removing from the Temple ritual (Feb 15, 1927) and 

suggestions in church literature, sermons, and ordinances that its members should seek vengeance on US citizens or governments, for the 

assassinations of its founder Joseph Smith and his brother, Hyrum. The oath of vengeance, removed from the temple endowment 

ceremony, required participants to agree to be bound by the following oath: 

"You and each of you do covenant and promise that you will pray and never cease to pray to Almighty God to avenge the blood 

of the prophets upon this nation, and that you will teach the same to your children and to your children's children unto the third 

and fourth generation." 

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/l-r3pwzapBU
http://www.truthandgrace.com/StatementHale2.htm
https://www.thechurchnews.com/temples/2022-01-22/locations-of-churchs-265-temples-six-maps-240436
http://packham.n4m.org/temples.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penalty_(Mormonism)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Good_Neighbor_policy_(LDS_Church)
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Imagine oneself in the story of Abraham, commanded by God to sacrifice one's child as a test 

of one’s Obedience. Imagine preparing to proceed, looking at one's child, and then turning to 

look at God and saying, “You are the God of the Universe, if you want this child dead, slay 

her/him yourself. I love her/him more than I fear you.  Slay us both if you will” because I accept 

foremost that the nature of the God I believe in, is as a God of love. The divine test is passed in 

that moment of proof that one has made love greater than fear or Obedience. 

26The Abraham-Isaac story of obedience and sacrifice, human sacrifice, are Old Testament 

“Law of Moses” ideas that Latter-Day Saints argue Jesus’ teachings replaced. However, 

Mormon Church leaders have rehabilitated Obedience, an ancient Old Testament moral relic 

and made it a tool of their power by placing the Law of Obedience in the Temple ritual. 

Mormonism has the stain of Obedience on its soul when in 1857, Temple endowed Mormons 

failed that test to put Love ahead of Obedience. Sent by the Cedar City Stake Presidency and 

High Council27 to slay more than 120 men, women, and children of the Francher Wagon Train 

at Mountain Meadows Utah. All but one of more than 50 male Latter-Day Saints complied,28 

fulfilled the Law of Obedience and the Oath of Vengeance that existed in the Temple at that time. 

On the one and only first-time attendance at the Temple in my own name (as opposed to vicarious attendance in the name  of 

and in behalf of another person), the Covenants violate my self-ownership, i.e., my individual sovereignty. The Priesthood 

leader by refusing to give a full disclosure before going into the Temple, invalidated the Covenants. 

In those secret Covenants the Church attempted by surprise to gain for itself the promise that my time, labor, and life choices 

shall satisfy whatever it may require of me. 

However, individual sovereignty means that it is evil for any other person or Church to interfere with one's honest and peaceful 

choices. This criterion means use of Temple Covenants are acts of domination and control which disregard that being a free 

and sovereign person, a free agent, having purity of motive, and being free of coercion, and having the capacity to give informed 

consent, are necessary pre-conditions to any judgement of one’s morality. 

In our law which is just, self-ownership (personal sovereignty29) must exist if one is to be free, hence subject to judgement 

under the law. Contracts, similar to Covenants, are nullified in law when the person is 1.) Uninformed. 2.) Deceived. 3.) 

pressured or coerced. Temple Covenants are invalidated for any one or all of those same reasons: 

1.) When disclosure of the Covenants is absent because they are secret. In other words, one must know what are the 

Temple Covenants that one will make long before considering a Church mission or Temple marriage. 

2.) When one party who stands to benefit, the Church, misrepresents itself by giving false, deceptive, or hiding 

information about itself, simultaneously being the party who creates the Covenants and who administers them.  

3.) When coercion is used. For example, when there is time pressure or social pressure or leverage, then the 

Covenants are invalidated.  

Self-consciously aware of their hiding historical evidence to the contrary, the sincerity of their 

belief should be doubted. 

For example, can the Pastor’s belief in a resurrection be sincere, if he has the un-resurrected body 

hidden in his basement? Likewise, can Church leader’s belief be sincere when they are hiding 

evidence because they know it is not “faith promoting.”  That talk by Apostle Boyd K Packer30 to 

Church CES employees plus the Gospel Topics Essays show leaders have known all along about 

the evidence hidden in their basement, so to speak. 

 
26 Abraham and Isaac painting by Harold Copping, from his 1910 book, The Copping Bible illustrated by himself. 
27 First Presidency's Mountain Meadows Massacre anniversary statement, Salt Lake Tribune, Sept 11, 2007 
28 Juanita Brooks, The Mountain Meadows Massacre, New Edition 1962, Norman, University of Oklahoma Press,  ISBN: 0-8061-0549-6,   90 
29 The word “Sovereignty” itself means: Autonomy, independence, self-government, self-rule, home rule, self-determination, freedom or: 

Supreme "power" or independent authority. 
30 Boyd K. Packer, “The Mantle is Far, Far Greater Than the Intellect,” presented on 22 August 1981 to Seminary, Institute, and Brigham 

Young University religion instructors, and published in Brigham Young University Studies, 21 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuHmPbq0RSQ
https://archive.sltrib.com/article.php?id=6862939&itype=NGPSID
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Mormonism attempts to separate us from our inner divinity, then once separated, it promises to solve the problems it has 

created. If one can be persuaded that he/she is innately evil31, or has made mistakes, or that one has no privacy because God is 

always watching, then individual sovereignty can be undermined by destruction of one’s belief in their inner goodness, 

worthiness, and power. 

Mormonism inherits Christian arguments asserting to self-doubting people that they are “fallen” and unworthy, or promising 

relief (forgiveness) to conscientious people troubled by their mistakes, or promising eternal life to those who fear death. Then 

for the price of submission to church authority, paying tithing, and giving one’s time, the Church claims to be the sole provider 

of solutions to the very fears it loves to remind us of. 

Furthermore, Mormonism’s attack on the personal integrity and the conscience of Church members, using excommunication32 

as a weapon, is a threat one must always be aware of. It establishes the reality that the Temple “Law of Obedience” is enforced. 

Those Covenants are first an abuse of power, and secondly, they corrupt our motives for being good. The sovereign person 

therefore must be aligned in opposition to the Temple system that is behind such attacks on our morality and integrity. 

 Secondly, the claim to “being right”, to being the “only True Church” is actually a claim to power, not Truth. Propping up the 

claims to “being right” as a source of Priesthood power and authority leads to all kinds of dishonesty, half-truths and deception, 

documented in this Statement. The misuse of truth claims, and the abuse of Testimony insult the sovereignty of all Mormon 

men and women. 

However, opposition is prohibited, thus exposing one to the threat of 

banishment from the religious community and often separation from one’s 

family relations among the devout. For example, “The Proclamation On the 

Family” is as empty as a drunkard’s whiskey bottle if one marriage partner 

exits the Church without the other. 

Lingering from my mission were conflicts over other issues. For example, as I 

learned to do as a missionary, I saw how advocating for the Church’s story 

tempts one to make arguments subordinating intellectual honesty in favor of 

Testimony. To this day I am deeply distrustful of any information coming from 

the Church. For example, Church claims in the “Essays” that DNA evidence is 

untrustworthy, implying that extreme improbabilities disqualify DNA testing of Lamanite, i.e., American Indian origins. 

 
31 Book of Mormon  Mosiah 16:3-5  

3) For they are carnal and devilish, and the devil has power over them; yea, even that old serpent that did beguile our first parents, which 

was the cause of their fall; which was the cause of all mankind becoming carnal, sensual, devilish, knowing evil from good, subjecting 

themselves to the devil. 

4) Thus all mankind were lost; and behold, they would have been endlessly lost were it not that God redeemed his people from their lost 

and fallen state. 

5) But remember that he that persists in his own carnal nature and goes on in the ways of sin and rebellion against God, remaineth in his 

fallen state and the devil hath all power over him. Therefore he is as though there was no redemption made, being an enemy to God; and 

also is the devil an enemy to God. 
32 This Exit Statement renounces the Church’s practice of excommunicating Truth tellers: Church Educational System (CES) employees 

like Grant Palmer, historians like D. Michael Quinn, attorney’s like Paul Toscano, women like Maxine Hanks, and BYU professor Dr 

David Wright 

https://www.mormon-alliance.org/casereports/volume3/part5/v3p5ch24.htm
https://www.mormon-alliance.org/casereports/volume3/part5/v3p5ch24.htm
https://www.fnhenderson.us/DNA.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Insiders-View-Mormon-Origins/dp/1560851570/ref=sr_1_2?crid=14614N4U11YQU&keywords=Grant+palmer&qid=1641948542&sprefix=grant+palmer%2Caps%2C53&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Early-Mormonism-Magic-World-View-ebook/dp/B01B6PJ7O2/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3NJPWRMTDOOKK&keywords=D.+Michael+Quinn&qid=1641948631&sprefix=d.+michael+quinn%2Caps%2C69&sr=8-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QTY22iyQYQ
https://www.amazon.com/Women-Authority-Re-Emerging-Mormon-Feminism/dp/1560850140/ref=sr_1_1?qid=1641948846&refinements=p_27%3AMaxine+Hanks&s=books&sr=1-1
http://www.mormon-alliance.org/casereports/volume3/part5/v3p5ch23.htm
http://www.mormon-alliance.org/casereports/volume3/part5/v3p5ch23.htm
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Despite the Machiavellian thesis that institutions must favor self-preservation above all else, I see the counter example to 

Mormon leadership’s half-truths and deception. That of the Reorganized LDS (RLDS) church leadership that some could say 

acted against its own interest, when in 2001 they chose honesty about Joseph Smith, demoted the Book of Mormon, corrected 

its patriarchal subordination of women, abandoned the century-long repression of homosexual individuals by accepting that 

their sexual orientation is biologically innate, and reformed itself. Given the evidence, RLDS leadership acted with integrity 

even though they were surely aware of the risk that conservative RLDS members would schism, as they did. 

First of Three (3) Reasons I Exit – Dishonesty 

One sees by their posting “Gospel Topics Essays” on the internet, Mormon Church leaders  are aware of the same evidence as 

the RLDS, and as I am. One sees they are aware that foundational claims do not hold up, for example DNA evidence shows 

native Americans (Lamanites) are not Israelites. They know that contrary to Smith’s claim, Abraham himself did not pen the 

writings on the Egyptian scrolls that became the Book of Abraham. They know the Temple signs and tokens of the priesthood 

are the same as those in Free Masonry where Smith was elevated to the rank of master 

mason in Nauvoo. 

They know Smith’s character does not survive using his position as church leader when 

coercively seducing believing female followers. They know he successfully pressured 

near 40 female believers, including orphaned teenaged sisters entrusted to his care, and 

12 women “simultaneously married to other men”33 as the “Gospel Topics Essays” 

phrase it. They know that according to the women, Smith’s romantic advances were 

rejected by William Law’s wife, Jane, and by Sidney Rigdon’s daughter, Nancy34. 

They know Smith publicly denied that he had married anyone other than his first wife, 

Emma. 

They know of his first affair with the Smith family housekeeper, 16-year-old Fanny Alger, caught in the act by Emma and 

condemned by Oliver Cowdry. In 1838, Oliver Cowdery’s exit from the Church was because he knew Joseph Smith had been 

engaging in a sexual relationship with a teenage servant in his home, Fanny Alger. 

Emma Smith confirmed to William McLellin years later that one night she missed Joseph and Fanny Alger the servant girl. 

She went to the barn and saw him and Fanny in the barn together alone. She looked through a crack and saw the transaction! 

The first well authenticated case of polygamy took place in which Joseph Smith was “sealed” to the hired girl. The “sealing” 

took place in a barn on the “hay mow,”35 and was witnessed by Mrs. Emma Smith through a crack in the door! Joseph Smith 

was caught and begged forgiveness calling in Dr. Williams, Oliver Cowdery, and Sidney Rigdon to reconcile Emma.36 

 
33 Joseph Smith and Other Men's Wives (Pt 1)-Dan Vogel, (Pt 2), (Pt 3) 

    Mormon Stories/LDS Discussions: Joseph Smith's Plural Marriage Proposals (Pt 1), (Pt 2) 
34 Mormon Discussions: The Happiness Letter (to Nancy Rigdon) - A Study in Religious Manipulation 
35 William McClellin, quoted in J. H. Beadle, “Jackson County,” 4 
36 William McLellin, Letter to Joseph Smith III, July 1872, Community of Christ Archives 

https://fnhenderson.us/Dehlin-SwitchedOff-GospelTopicsEssays%287min%29.mp4
https://www.fnhenderson.us/DNA.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/His-Own-Hand-Upon-Papyrus/dp/0962096326
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXoC4Fd3exE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjao6DiN2DY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1_awp6t00E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuvXqnJfsnw&t=1895s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpqH1eJd_Sg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JC4xsc9lCI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXoC4Fd3exE
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They know the Book of Mormon story line, that native Americans are a lost tribe of Israel is a mistaken contemporary Protestant 

hypothesis popular at the time of Joseph Smith. They know the Urim and Thummim and Spectacles are all described earlier by 

neighboring Pastor Ethan Smith’s “View of the Hebrews” in the county adjacent to the Smith family. 

The great Mormon “Fallacy of Presumption37” assumes the Book of Mormon is true38 in order that 

one may pray to find out that it is true. Following this circular reasoning, one either gets the desired 

answer or one is guilty of insufficient faith. 

One sees that high Church officers succeed at playing to our fears of death and separation, promising 

eternal life if we “Follow the Brethren.”  One sees the spree of Temple dedications, admonitions to 

go to the Temple often, get one’s worthiness interview and Temple recommend, go renew the “Oath 

of Obedience” in the Temple ritual; all are submissive acts of a slave morality to an authoritarian 

leadership. 

Arrival of the internet has caused the Church to lose control of its historical information and forced the 

Church, by destruction of its credibility and the threat of legal jeopardy, to post “Gospel Topics Essays” 

on the internet. Doing so was forced upon them by declining membership as their duplicity is discovered. 

Even though sanitized and deceptive, Church members discover in these essays’ that are hidden away 

on the Church web site, information from their own Church they were never told about that was once 

deemed anti-Mormon. For example, President McKay’s niece was excommunicated in 1946 for 

disclosing in her book, No Man Knows My History, all that the 2012 “Essays” at last reluctantly admit. 

Former Church Councilor William Law opposed Smith taking women followers 

to wife in Nauvoo. According to Law, Smith had made several proposals to Law's 

wife Jane, under the premise that Jane Law would enter a polyandrous marriage 

with Smith. Law's wife rejected him, later describing Smith's proposals, saying 

that Smith had "asked her to give him half her love; she was at liberty to keep the other half for her 

husband." Smith succeeded in his proposals to eleven (11) other married female followers who, as 

“Gospel Topics Essays” phrase it, were “simultaneously married to other men.” On January 8, 1844, 

Smith removed Law from the First Presidency.  

Today’s Church leaders ought to know what Brother Law knew about Smith’s polyandry. They ought to know about Lamanite 

DNA genealogy since at least year 2000 that Native American Lamanites are not descended from middle Eastern Israelites.  

From year 1967 leaders know of the modern translation and dating of the Egyptian scrolls. The Scrolls have no relationship, 

what-so-ever, to the time of Abraham or to Smith’s Book of Abraham he claimed to be translating. The evidence is conclusive 

in my opinion; Smith was evolving from his days as a self-aware, convicted, treasure digging con-artist for hire into earning 

his living as a religious “Seer” claiming miraculous powers of translation. 

This means to me that today’s Church leaders are self-deceived. Saying they “know” Smith was a prophet 

without disclosing the wealth of contrary evidence that for decades they have intentionally, knowingly 

hidden or ignored. For example, Church Historian B.H. Roberts in 1922 warned the Brethren in Studies 

of the Book of Mormon pointing out there are many major things in Pastor Ethan Smith’s View of the 

Hebrews “… not a few things merely, one or two, or a half dozen, but many; and it is this fact of many 

things of similarity and the cumulative force of them that makes them so serious a menace to Joseph 

Smith’s story of the Book of Mormon’s origin.”39  

These leaders are scientist, doctors, or lawyers, like Brother Oaks, trained on how to arrive objectively 

at the truth, the testing of evidence against experience. Sitting on the Church Board of Directors are the 

Prophet and Apostles. These men fail their corporate responsibility to disclose vital inside knowledge they have that could 

make possible “informed consent” of tithe paying stakeholders40.  

 
37 Recognizing Fallacies of Presumption. Identifying or rejecting the "premise of the question" exposes the fallacy. 

    Richard Packham - "Truth Will Prevail: All About Proof, Evidence, Fallacies and Lies", (web site). 
38 Book of Mormon Moroni 10:4 "And when ye shall receive these things, I would exhort you that ye would ask God, the Eternal Father, in  

the name of Christ, if these things are not true; and if ye shall ask with a sincere heart, with real intent, having faith in Christ, he will 

manifest the truth of it unto you, by the power of the Holy Ghost." 
39 Stan Larson, Quest for the Gold Plates, 1996, ISBN 0-9634732-1-2, 147 
40 “The Broken Shelves: Ex-Mormon Reddit Narratives of Deconversion”, by Lesley Rivera Wright, Master’s Thesis UNCC, 2021 

https://www.washingtonindependentreviewofbooks.com/index.php/features/the-mormon-excommunication-of-fawn-brodie-why-banishing-the-famous-biograph
https://www.amazon.com/Sacred-Loneliness-Plural-Wives-Joseph-ebook/dp/B019RD9ZX8/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2JLWHXHOVANUY&keywords=in+sacred+loneliness&qid=1642079865&s=books&sprefix=In+sacred+%2Cstripbooks%2C56&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Losing-Lost-Tribe-Native-Americans/dp/1560851813
https://www.amazon.com/His-Own-Hand-Upon-Papyrus/dp/0962096326/ref=sr_1_1?crid=33V292YX04UOZ&keywords=by+his+own+hand+upon+papyrus&qid=1642079980&sprefix=By+his+ow%2Caps%2C51&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Studies-Book-Mormon-B-Roberts/dp/1560850272
https://www.amazon.com/Studies-Book-Mormon-B-Roberts/dp/1560850272
http://www.utlm.org/booklist/titles/viewofthehebrews_ub016.htm
http://www.utlm.org/booklist/titles/viewofthehebrews_ub016.htm
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Recognizing_Fallacies/Fallacies_of_Presumption#:~:text=Fallacies%20of%20presumption%20are%20arguments,assumption%20often%20exposes%20the%20fallacy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXl1FjwSMBQ
http://www.packham.n4m.org/
https://repository.charlotte.edu/islandora/object/etd:2057
https://www.amazon.com/View-Hebrews-Tribes-Isreal-America/dp/1930679610/ref=asc_df_1930679610/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312087807240&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=12093541066012612619&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9029827&hvtargid=pla-568663130529&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=61316180119&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=312087807240&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=12093541066012612619&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9029827&hvtargid=pla-568663130529
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0679730540?tag=amz-mkt-chr-us-20&ascsubtag=1ba00-01000-a0049-win10-other-smile-us000-pcomp-feature-scomp-feature-scomp&ref=aa_scomp
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Hiding the counter evidence is so egregious, it deserves repeating again that these highly educated Church leaders kept their 

inside knowledge hidden from me throughout my upbringing, kept it hidden from my parents, kept it hidden throughout my 

church service as a missionary, kept it hidden during my Temple marriage, kept it hidden during my years teaching Elders 

Quorum and Gospel Doctrine classes. Apparently, these leaders have perfected a high level41 of self-deceit being able to speak 

so earnestly in General Conference to an audience increasingly aware of the mass manipulation! 

The Mormon story is fantastical. Can it possibly be true as claimed? So improbable are the claims that the war metaphor is 

employed to discredit doubters as disloyal. The metaphor may then be employed to justify hiding Church historical information 

from me and Church members as if we are the enemy. Using military language leaders talk of "battling" the devil, "conquering" 

sin, the “war in heaven”, and we sing “Onward Christian Soldiers." It is counter to Jesus’ teachings.” It describes our 

relationship to God in military terms. To the mind of our Church leaders, their militarism might seem to justify secrecy, half-

truths, deceit. 

Evidently, conservatives in the Quorum of Twelve Apostles won the internal 

debate while open history advocates like Church historian Leonard J Arrington are 

replaced and banished to Brigham Young University. Why is there ever any 

question about openness? This conservative victory puts the Church on a dangerous 

path because to restrict42 information is to restrict agency.  

Church “authorities" have a clear but hard choice, whether to act with integrity 

leading to revolutionary change like the Reorganized LDS Church has made, or 

whether to sustain the sentimental attachments of the pious to the testimonies with 

which those tithe payers were brought up. As a highly profitable tax-free 

corporation, the Church board of directors consistently chooses organizational interest above integrity by sustaining the simple 

religion of the conservative faithful while ignoring the interests or needs or wellbeing of its truth seekers. From my time as a 

missionary, I thought such a conflict of interest would be a telling test of their integrity if circumstances ever presented. 

What kind of church is it that believes knowing the Truth about it will destroy faith? Jesus did not say the Truth destroys Faith. 

Jesus said the Truth will set you Free and so it has done for me. 

This Statement renounces the practice of excommunicating Truth tellers: Church Educational System (CES) employees like 

Grant Palmer, historians like D. Michael Quinn, attorney’s like Paul Toscano, and women like Maxine Hanks whose public 

speaking or writing differs from the beliefs of Church leaders or are the voices of those they wish to silence. 

43All these excommunications are attacks on individual integrity. For 

example, the excommunication of BYU professor Dr David Wright44 who 

used the methods of Biblical scholarship to conclude the Book of Mormon 

is modern, not ancient. These excommunications are unjust in their mean 

treatment of Church members, and these acts ignore other elements of 

Church theology celebrating freedom, intelligence, knowledge and love as 

the greater values.  I had expected the Church to practice what it 

preaches.45  However, the Church’s consistent behavior over the last 28 

years confirms to me, beyond any doubt, that these domineering practices, 

that I find so offensive, are truly representative of the Church’s 

authoritarian values today.  They are to me unchristlike and unbecoming 

of a church. 

 
41 Indications that the General Authorities do, in fact, know very well that the church's claims are false, see Grant Palmer's reports of 

private conversations with a member of the First Quorum of Seventy, at "Three Meetings With A General Authority". 
42  Radio Free Mormon, The Great Mormon History Coverup - LDS Leadership's battle against intellectual honesty 
43 LDS Church historian B H Roberts talks about the Papayra and the Book of Abraham, April 11, 2021, Link 
44 David P. Wright, Case Reports of the Mormon Alliance Volume 3, 1997, 308 
45 Sterling M. McMurrin, “Recent Excommunications Damaged the LDS Church” Salt Lake Tribune, 19 July 1995, A-8 

https://fnhenderson.us/Dehlin-PosiningTheWellAgainstTruthTellers3min.mp4
https://www.amazon.com/Insiders-View-Mormon-Origins/dp/1560851570/ref=sr_1_2?crid=14614N4U11YQU&keywords=Grant+palmer&qid=1641948542&sprefix=grant+palmer%2Caps%2C53&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Early-Mormonism-Magic-World-View-ebook/dp/B01B6PJ7O2/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3NJPWRMTDOOKK&keywords=D.+Michael+Quinn&qid=1641948631&sprefix=d.+michael+quinn%2Caps%2C69&sr=8-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QTY22iyQYQ
https://www.amazon.com/Women-Authority-Re-Emerging-Mormon-Feminism/dp/1560850140/ref=sr_1_1?qid=1641948846&refinements=p_27%3AMaxine+Hanks&s=books&sr=1-1
http://www.mormon-alliance.org/casereports/volume3/part5/v3p5ch23.htm
https://www.whatismormonism.com/Three_Meetings.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0l2vL0qqjo&t=2261s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQKGD38O1RY
http://www.mormon-alliance.org/casereports/volume3/part5/v3p5ch23.htm
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Values I Elevate Above Others 

The first value is that feelings arising from our lizard brain are an unreliable guide to objective truth. We have a higher ability 

to cognitively evaluate our feelings, hence, to avoid self-deception such as is the great weakness in Joseph Smith’s famous 

“Way of Knowing” to have a “burning in the bosom.” 46 

The second value is that the autonomous individual supersedes community or Church. As 

social creatures we have healthy or unhealthy ways of meeting our need to belong. 

Healthily, the person’s free exercise of religion is superior to the power of the Church. 

Unhealthily, darkness comes when the Church succeeds at placing itself above the power 

of the person, between the individual soul and the person’s search for Good (for God).  

BYU will expel and withhold earned university credits from Gay BYU students who 

marry. That is the “religious freedom” to dominate others that Brother Oaks argues for.  

The third value is to be on guard that our motives are authentically ours because morality 

is determined by whether our choices are driven by promised rewards or punishment, or 

genuinely arise from within as a compassion or caring for oneself or others, thus are 

authentically ours. Otherwise, we are compelled by guilt or like the enslaved are extorted 

or bribed. One does not suspect religion is yet another source corrupting one’s motives or morality. 

Second of Three (3) Reasons - Inauthenticity 

Second of three (3) reasons for my Exit are to break my habit of being inauthentic that I learned and repeated every time I go 

to Church. The habit of self-censoring because I know silence is the Mormon way. For example, self-censoring about President 

Joseph Fielding Smith’s short lived 1970 rule that only men, not women, could offer Sacrament meeting prayers. Self-censoring 

about President Kimball’s teaching against family planning when he said that marital sex must be had at the risk of pregnancy. 

The habit of being too nice because I know what is expected. Habitual little inauthenticity’s like putting on a fake smile feigning 

friendliness in the foyer after some miserable intellectually dishonest testimony meeting filled with repetitious platitudes by 

those addicted to certainty. 

Third of Three (3) Reasons – Freedom of Speech 

Extraordinary claims require extraordinary and abundant 

evidence. This Statement shows how absent is the evidence, 

how counter to healthy human development are its 

teachings, how intent on authoritarian thought control is its 

purpose beginning with its rejection of free speech. 

Take for example, Church members David P. Wright47, D. 

Michael Quinn, Lavina Fielding Anderson, Janice Allred and 

others, all excommunicated in my interpretation for refusing 

the attempt by the Church to restrict their freedom of speech.  

I believe these actions by Church leaders are premeditated 

and intends that a Bishop, a Quorum, or a Council shall use 

their powers to establish and maintain control over these Church members making an example of them to others.  One’s integrity 

is threatened. To a true believer, loss of eternal wellbeing in the next life is threatened. 

 
46 One cannot pin their entire testimony on getting a warm feeling and then you know it is all true. Joseph made claims that the Book of 

Mormon and Book of Abraham are historical documents, yet it is clearly shown they are not. Presidents Nelson and Hinckley standing 

behind Smith’s claim gets the church in trouble with itself. 
47 David P. Wright, Case Reports of the Mormon Alliance Volume 3, 1997, 308 

https://www.fnhenderson.us/WayofKnowing8.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/kfN-nQlyxbc
http://www.mormon-alliance.org/casereports/volume3/part5/v3p5ch23.htm
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Mormon indoctrination is harmful to children because it is 

fundamentally shaming their personality by associating doubt or 

disobedience with disloyalty, weakness, faithlessness, sinfulness, and 

therefore unworthiness.  

Mormonism seeks to associate the wholesome human instinct for 

autonomy and free thinking with the dangers of wandering from the 

fold, or with the sins of pride, rebellion, apostasy, and ultimately 

wickedness. 

It shames young people for their natural developing desires for sexual 

pleasure as being bad, shameful, or inappropriate.48  Making children 

believe they are being watched all the time, that the Devil and demons 

exist, or they themselves are inherently evil and must fight their 

instincts are forms of child abuse. 

All church members it is said, if worthy, would receive personal revelation confirming the actions and policies of church 

leaders49.  By implication, a difference of conscience50 in the member is a measure of spiritual weakness51.  And public 

expression of difference is grounds for expulsion.52  These claims and threats are acts of spiritual abuse53.  To the extent that I 

adopt the code of public silence, and to the extent that I sacrifice my moral agency to church demands to “Follow the 

Brethren,” then to that extent is my integrity and personhood devalued and the church’s espoused purpose defeated.  That 

purpose is development of individual authenticity, strengthening of the internal conscience, and expression of the power for 

good within each individual.  Church influence, power, control, reputation, programs, and image are lesser priorities. 

 

--- The End --- 

 

Link to Full Statement 

 

  

 
48 Thomas Riskas, Deconstructing Mormonism, 2011, lxxi-lxxii 
49 a.)  Teachings of the Living Prophets, “The Living Prophet and Scripture”, Chapter 4, 17 – 22. 

    b.)  Nicolas Shumway, “Ambiguity and the Language of Authority,” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought,  

          Vol. 16, No.2 Summer   1983, 55 
50 This Bending of the Mormon Soul in order to find a way to reconcile one's personal conscience and fit it within the bounds set by a 

religious authority is the very expression of subjugating one's conscience and one's own inner voice to a group which demands an unethical 

and undue measure of deference and submission. These are the means by which men sitting in seats of power chained the hearts and minds 

of those who look to them for spiritual guidance. 
51 Teachings of the Living Prophets, Section 4-6, 21 
52 Ibid, 81 
53 David Johnson & Jeff VanVonderen,  Chapter 5 - Identifying the Abusive System, The Subtle Power of Spiritual Abuse, 1991, 63 - 71 
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Biography 

Francis ‘Nelson’ Henderson was born into the church in Raleigh, North Carolina (1942). The eldest of nine children to Francis 

‘Marion’ Henderson and Nellie ‘Jane’ Taylor.  Marion was a founding church leader in Raleigh 1940’s – 1960’s coming from 

Wilmington NC. He served as Raleigh NC branch president, district president, and councilor in the first North Carolina stake 

formed at Raleigh. He led the fund raising and construction of the first ever chapel in Raleigh. My recollection of him at church 

is that he was always seated on the podium. His “go to” subject in church talks was about “Attitude.” A branch member once 

said to me, “Nelson, don’t you know your father is one of the most conservative members in this area.” No, I didn’t know that. 

I knew him as a gentile, kind, thoughtful, reasoned person that I deeply admired. 

 Jane’s heritage is Utah pioneer. One great grandfather was Provo church leader & BYU board member T.N. Taylor. He was 

Provo Stake President who led building what is now the downtown Provo Temple. One great great grandfather was Church 

President John Taylor. I knew mother was conservative, yet she had a side of her open to exploration. This willingness to 

explore must be the factor making her women’s Relief Society lessons interesting to the Raleigh Church Sisters. As a young 

adult I made an extended effort to understand her one-on-one, adult-to-adult. She seemed to need and to appreciate those 

communications. 

 

 
 

I served a two (2) year mission to So. California 1962 – 1964.  

Graduated BA Physics, BYU 1968.  Married in the Temple (1966), I 

am a founding member of Comtel, 1978 - 2002, a California satellite 

communications company where I led development of embedded real-

time computer firmware. Employed by Scientific Research Corp 2010 

– 2014, and by GPS Source Inc, 2016 – 2017, Lockheed-Martin 2018 

& 2019, Northrop-Grumman 2020, Spectra Sys 2021 to present.  

Remarried and widowed, I moved from Santa Maria CA, to Poway 

CA, to Lilburn GA, to Daniel Island SC, to Austin TX, to Colorado 

Springs, to Littleton CO, to Palmdale CA, to Satellite Beach FL, to 

Mount Pleasant, SC, to Providence RI, to Park City, UT, USA . 
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